We encourage you to enjoy Wacky Wine Weekend responsibly. Pre-plan your transportation in advance or use local transportation & travel resources to get where you need to go, safely.

The transportation provider below is recommended by Robertson Wine Valley and have been checked by the local Taxi/Bus Association. We support our policies to help keep you & customers, safe during and after your visit to our member wineries. All the Taxi and Shuttles are fitted with legal, up to date operating licences and permits. If you do not see a Wacky Wine approved licence disk on the window with sticker on it then that vehicle is simply not inspected and approved to transport guests by the local Taxi Association.

**Options includes:**
1. Non-guided Driver Service - The Driver Service is ALWAYS done on a Private Basis.
2. Bus / Private Taxis
3. Shuttle services

**Rates & bookings:**
083 490 0589 or 078 529 7360

*There are limited availability vehicles for this service*

*So, pre-bookings are essential.*

**Terms & Conditions:**
The service excludes entrance fees, tasting fees and meals which are for your own account.

Robertson Wine Valley are not responsible for the behaviour, actions or inactions of car service /taxi drivers.

Any agreement for the provision of car / taxi services is between you and the driver and not between you and Robertson Wine Valley. We simply provide a platform to introduce drivers and passengers. Robertson Wine Valley disclaims any and all liability related to your interaction with and use of car drivers/ taxi & bus services.